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W H I T E  P A P E R

Top 5 Strategies for 5G Component 
Characterization and Test
Master the complexity of 5G and accelerate 
innovation and time to market

5G represents significant revenue potential for the entire mobile ecosystem. 

That includes chipset and component manufacturers, device makers, network 

equipment manufacturers, and service providers. 5G is also an exponential 

increase in technical complexity. Massive multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) 

antennas, for example, require multiple transmission and reflection measurements 

for each antenna element.

Component manufacturers need to deploy effective strategies for characterization 

and test regardless of the component type (amplifiers, mixers, converters, etc.). 

To win the 5G race, component manufacturers need greater confidence across 

the workflow. Measurement integrity is essential to gain deeper insights into 

designs in research and development (R&D). Component manufacturers also 

need to accelerate time to market and reduce test costs to stay competitive. The 

high throughput of true multiport test setups gives component manufacturers the 

performance they need to keep up with aggressive timelines.

Key highlights in this 
paper:
• Maximize multiport 

testing with optimized 
instrumentation

• Leverage different 
platforms to reduce test 
footprint

• Multiply throughput and 
enable multiuser test 
stations with multisite 
testing

• Enable fast, thorough 
production testing at 
lower costs

• Deploy instrumentation 
with common hardware 
and software elements
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1.  Maximize Multiport Device Testing with Optimized 
Instrumentation

Component manufacturers need to address the complexity of 5G in accelerating 

timelines. 5G generates significant multiport challenges. Massive MIMO, for example, 

requires massive multiport testing to characterize antenna performance. 5G New Radio 

(5G NR) frequency range 1 (FR1) requires up to 66 ports. An 8x8 MIMO configuration 

requires 64 ports for antenna measurements. Manufacturers also typically need two 

calibration ports.

Components feature an increasing number of ports. Multiport characterization is a 

growing need for components. Instrumentation optimized for multiport measurements 

ensures comprehensive device-under-test (DUT) support, and helps achieve high 

measurement performance and accuracy. This helps increase measurement throughput, 

minimizing the cost of test.

Switch-based vector network analysis solutions have traditionally addressed multiport 

testing needs. However, many multiport devices require measurements from each 

port to every other port. Simple switch test setups cannot address this requirement, 

because there is no path between the switches that branch from the same port from the 

vector network analyzer (VNA). Switch-based solutions do not support all the paths for 

multiport devices.

Component manufacturers can use full crossbar setups in place of simple switch 

setups. Such setups offer complete measurements between each port. However, they 

typically require full N-by-N calibration for every case. Also, setups featuring solid-

state switches are sensitive to temperature. They require frequent calibration to ensure 

accurate measurements. More stringent calibration requirements impact throughput.

Modern multiport devices also increase the need for faster and more accurate 

measurements. As the number of ports increases, the number of sweeps needed to 

route test signals to each DUT port skyrockets. Switch attenuation impacts the dynamic 

range, reducing measurement performance.

True multiport VNAs reduce loss because they do not need switches. A VNA optimized 

for multiport testing also supports all the paths for multiport devices. A wide dynamic 

range enables them to perform sweeps quickly. An increase of 20 dB in dynamic range 

can lead to a 100x improvement in measurement speed. With simultaneous data 

capture, multiple ports are measured concurrently, accelerating the testing process.
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2.  Leverage Different Platforms to Reduce Test Footprint
Instrumentation comes in different form factors: benchtop, modular, and universal serial bus 

(USB). Each form factor has its own benefits and finds adoption in different phases of the 

component workflow (R&D, design validation, and manufacturing). Component manufacturers 

need to devise test strategies that capitalize on each form factor’s advantage across 

that workflow.

Modular platform for high-volume component production and massive MIMO

Flexibility is important in component manufacturing applications. Modular instrumentation allows 

multiple instruments (signal generator, signal analyzer, network analyzer) to be combined in one 

chassis, providing powerful test systems while minimizing footprint. Configuration flexibility lets 

component manufacturers align their test systems with their application requirements. It also 

enables them to scale configurations as application needs change.

With Keysight’s new VNA, for example, component manufacturers can address different 5G 

massive MIMO antenna requirements using

• 17 two-port modules to create a 34-port VNA solution in a single chassis

• Eight six-port modules and one two-port module to achieve 50 ports in a single chassis

• 11 six-port modules in two chassis to reach 66 ports

Modular instrumentation also saves space. A smaller test footprint reduces test costs because 

contract manufacturers typically charge by the square foot. With PXI, component manufacturers 

combine modules to develop powerful test systems that use less floor space than systems 

consisting of box instruments.

Figure 1 shows the increasing number of ports and complexity of various components.

Figure 1: DUT map by complexity and port density
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3.  Multiply Throughput and Enable Multiuser Test Stations 
with Multisite Testing

In the race to 5G, time is of the essence. Component manufacturers can implement 

multisite configurations on top of multiport testing to optimize throughput. Multisite 

testing involves multiple VNAs running on the same chassis to test several devices 

simultaneously. These measurement techniques can help maximize throughput for 

multiport devices with high isolation, such as FEMs that do not require isolation tests 

between high and low bands. Enabling simultaneous sweeps, multisite testing reduces 

test times and increases throughput.

Increased throughput for component manufacturing

Since parallel testing increases throughput, it also reduces the cost of test. This is 

of great interest to manufacturers of passive components, SAW devices for mobile 

handsets, and general-purpose components such as antennas, filters, and cables 

in the manufacturing stage of the component workflow. In the past, manufacturers 

would stack traditional instruments in racks to perform multisite testing. Modular 

instrumentation enables faster throughput and greater flexibility in a much smaller 

footprint. It measures multiple paths of the DUT simultaneously and enables component 

manufacturers to test similar or different devices at the same time.

Figure 2: Multisite configuration examples with PXI VNAs

(a) Test multiple devices simultaneously (b) Test different devices simultaneously
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While modular instrumentation provides significant benefits, component manufacturers 

must pay attention to potential CPU issues. The controller performs more computational 

work as the number of VNAs in the test station increases. This eventually impacts 

processor performance. Also, the VNA’s IF bandwidth (IFBW) setting affects measurement 

speed and throughput when running multiple VNAs in a single PXI chassis. Component 

manufacturers can scale far beyond one core per VNA for low IFBWs such as 1 kHz.

Multiuser test solutions for filter tuning

Multisite capability also enables multiuser test solutions. This capability is of interest to 

component manufacturers for applications such as filter tuning because it enables low-

cost manufacturing. Component manufacturers can route the outputs of an embedded 

controller to monitors or use an external controller. They just need to configure the 

computer operating system for multiple displays and ensure that it recognizes the different 

test stations. Also, they must minimize control time for operators to avoid errors. This can 

be achieved using graphical macros.
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4.  Enable Fast, Thorough Production Testing at Lower Costs
In the race to 5G, component manufacturers need to test their products fast and thoroughly. 

They must do so while reducing the cost of test for 5G to be commercially successful and to 

drive top-line growth and profits.

Tremendous price pressure from consumers has spread throughout the mobile value chain, 

all the way back to chipset vendors and component manufacturers. The instrumentation 

choices they make can help them address the increased complexity and device integration 

5G brings. This is particularly true for the manufacturing phase of the component workflow. 

These choices also can help them meet ever-growing demand for higher yields, reliability, 

and lower costs.

The total cost of ownership (TCO) consists of the costs of acquiring test assets and 

operating them over their useful life. Operating expenses include preventive maintenance, 

repairs, and upgrades. The cost of test refers to the total cost of equipment in the testing 

process in production lines at a specific time. It therefore varies throughout the useful life of 

the test equipment.

While manufacturing costs have decreased over time, the cost of test is relatively the same 

as it was 40 years ago. This is because of more complex communications technologies and 

higher-performance test requirements. The evolution to 5G will continue this trend. However, 

consumer expectations are increasing in parallel. Component manufacturers find themselves 

at a crossroads as they need to lower the cost of test while delivering higher product quality.

The performance and quality of the testing and test equipment used in production lines are 

key contributors to test costs. Many other factors come into play across the development, 

ramp-to-volume, and high-volume manufacturing phases of the component workflow. To 

effectively reduce the cost of test, component manufacturers should do the following:

• Review supplier manufacturing capacity and global reach to reduce ramp-to-volume 
costs

• Consider the price of test assets for reduced equipment-related costs in high-volume 
manufacturing

• Evaluate instruments’ IFBW, CPU, error calculation, data processing, and trace noise 
performance for fast measurement speed and accuracy

• Select instruments that minimize calibration requirements and provide high measurement 
stability for reduced test times and improved yields

Fast measurement speed directly impacts the cost of test. For example, SAW filters used 

in handsets require millisecond-order measurements. A high measurement throughput 

could generate huge volumes. Low trace noise is critical for measurement accuracy and 

yield. Manufacturers of low-loss devices such as filter passbands can minimize errors and 

test margins.
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5.  Deploy Instrumentation with Common Hardware and 
Software Elements

Using common elements across test platforms is essential to accelerate time to market. 

Component manufacturers typically use different platforms across the workflow, from R&D 

to design validation to manufacturing. They also use different form factors in each phase 

of the workflow for different purposes. USB instruments, for example, are found in R&D 

applications alongside benchtop VNAs because they are easier to transport, stack, and 

store. A common user interface across platforms helps minimize learning time.

For network analysis, key performance metrics — dynamic range, measurement speed, 

trace noise, and temperature stability — matter above all others. These specifications 

enable component manufacturers to measure their devices more accurately or faster. A wide 

dynamic range allows for trade-offs between measurement accuracy and speed, enabling 

component manufacturers to better align with the needs of the application at hand.

Leveraging hardware across form factors yields similar levels of performance on key 

specifications. Component manufacturers therefore achieve consistent measurement results. 

Keysight’s M980xA Series of PXI VNAs, P500xA and P502xA Series of USB VNAs, and the 

E5080B benchtop VNAs, for example, use the same hardware and deliver the same overall 

performance. Component manufacturers using the USB-based VNAs receive the same 

measurement results as they do when using high-end benchtop VNAs. More transportable 

than their counterparts, USB versions enhance collaboration among engineers. Their 

compactness and ease of use make network analyzers more readily available to anyone.

A common firmware architecture is also important to enable software assets across 

platforms. Component manufacturers that adopt instruments that use the same firmware 

can easily increase the software coverage of their instruments. They have at their fingertips 

more measurements — pulsed RF, spectrum analysis, noise figure, gain compression, 

mixer/converter measurements — enabling them to measure a broad range of devices.

Component manufacturers typically use different instruments in R&D and manufacturing. 

For common features, they can leverage software developed in R&D if they adopt 

instrumentation that features the same firmware.
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For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications or services, 

please contact your local Keysight office. The complete list is available at:       

www.keysight.com/find/contactus

Accelerating 5G Component Characterization and Test
Component manufacturers play an important role in the mobile value chain. The 

proliferation of RF has increased customers’ expectations for greater capabilities 

and lower prices. Components are critical to address these opposing forces through 

greater integration and economies of scale.

In the component workflow, test will enable better designs and more competitive 

components. Significant competition exists in the 5G space. Component 

manufacturers need to deploy strategies that accelerate innovation and time to 

market. In addition, they must overcome the cost-of-test challenge. It will be important 

for them to augment existing test strategies with new ones, including leveraging 

optimized test solutions for multiport testing, deploying modular instrumentation for 

a reduced test footprint, implementing multisite testing for higher throughput, and 

adopting instrumentation optimized for production applications.

As if viewing a mosaic, component manufacturers must take a step back to see the 

big picture. They should deploy instrumentation with common hardware and software 

elements to accelerate the component workflow and be first in 5G.

For information on how Keysight’s solutions can help you address your 5G test 

challenges, you can download the following white papers:

• The Increasing Importance of Increasing Ports

• Drive Down the Cost of Test
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